
THE SMALL DETAILS MAKE THE 
GREATEST DIFFERENCE. 
Sometimes it is hard to see the forest from the trees. That’s why an Accredited BMW Bodyshop ensures 
that any small imperfection is rendered invisible and your BMW continues to gleam as it did on the day it 
was delivered. Whether you have a dent in the body or a scratch in the paintwork you can rest assure that 
we will restore your car back to its original best. 

  

                                                

Even the smallest scratch can affect the appearance of your 
vehicle. With BMW paint repairs, your Accredited BMW 
bodyshop can fix minor paint damage to the BMW quality 
standards. A special treatment along with partial painting is 
able to eliminate chips, scrapes or small scratches to the 
paintwork of the car. Plus, the BMW environmentally friendly 
Colour System means its quick and accurate.                                               

BMW Paintwork 
Repairs 

 

 

A small stone chip to your windshield can quickly develop into 
a dangerous crack. Should you face this situation, your 
accredited BMW bodyshop can repair your vehicle quickly.  
They'll use only genuine parts, so you can drive on with 
confidence and clear vision. 

BMW Window 
Repairs 

 



 

While driving we often encounter obstacles that can leave a 
mark like a small crack or scratch in the bumper. In such 
cases, an accredited BMW bodyshop can fix such minor 
damage to exterior plastic parts with BMW plastic repair. 
Best of all its quick and easy to do. 

BMW Plastic 
Repairs 

 

 

 
Making a first impression is important, and it's the same for 
your vehicle as it is for you. It's something an accredited BMW 
Bodyshop knows well. Be it damage from hail or parking 
incident; each one is fully trained in our innovative methods of 
BMW dent repair. 

BMW Dent 
Repairs 

 

 

We may not be possible to re-invent the wheel but it’s sure 
easy to damage one. It only takes a minor miscalculation 
when parking to hit the curb and damage the rims. If so, an 
accredited BMW Bodyshop can repair cosmetic damage or 
have significant damage repaired by a specialist metal 
fabricator. 

BMW Wheel Rim 
Repairs 
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